ACROSS
1  It kept disappearing in an 1865 work
12  Went below the surface
19  Subway offerings
24  Storm
25  Rarity at a nude beach
26  Tapenade ingredient
27  Tickled
28  City sometimes nicknamed Hollywood East
29  Orion’s ‘left foot’
30  “___ the point…”
31  Hokey humor
32  Entreated
33  Seriously touched
34  Standardized test fill-ins
35  Take as a given
37  Like a Lambrusco
39  Starz! alternative
40  Tennis player Lacoste
41  Role for Keanu
42  Catered affairs
43  Tail end?
44  “What are you waiting for?”
45  Elementary school course
46  It might be left by the side of the road
49  Concerns
51  Put on a telethon
52  Exclamation from Hamlet
53  Half-page, for example
54  Feature of many contracts
56  Circular fireworks
58  Crotchety guy
59  Website’s count
60  Grass-covered area
62  All the time
63  CBS president Moonves
66  Ernst & Young employees
68  Large, as a sum
72  Send to the IRS ahead of time
73  Half note
74  Racetrack longshots
75  One of Caesar’s assassins
76  Mend a jacket, maybe
77  Photovoltaic arrays
80  Little Miss Sunshine actor
81  ___ a Thousand Times (Jack Palance movie)
84  Wakefield Oil Company, today
85  They can do what they want together
89  Poky sort
90  Rugby setting: Abbr.
91  Attractive to collectors
92  Like many country roads
93  Awesome, today
94  Having only length
95  Condensation experts
97  There’s no doubt about them
100  Actress whose first film was Santa Claus Conquers the Martians
102  Oscar nominee for The Crying Game
103  Reserved theater area
105  Rest partner
107  Themeless Jeopardy! category
108  Part of PKB
110  Composer Khachaturian
112  Kind of run
113  Educator Montessori
114  Trivial Pursuit token
115  Democratic National Committee chairman
116  Boatload
117  Sports jersey material
118  It’s on the Italian-Swiss border
121  “Some Enchanted Evening” singer
122  No longer frozen
124  ___ of Honey (disco group)
126  Helen of Troy’s mother
127  Turkish cloak
128  Nestlé caramel candies
129  Make glossy
130  Violent fighting
132  Four-time Tony winner McDonald
133  Waitrons
134  Unsure of what to do
135  Baby strollers
136  Bad-mouth
137  Charge often brought against security guards

DOWN
1  Borden product
2  Capital of Lower Saxony
3  Tournament participant
4  Brosnan’s TV character
5  Hinds’ mates
6  Really digging
7  15 mg, for zinc
8  The Pope of Greenwich Village star
9  Rapids transit
10  States
11  Rock’s “Motor City Madman”
12  What a referee’s whistle might mean
13  It may take 60 payments
14  But that
15  Toledo newspaper
16  Nonstandard contraction
17  University building’s namesake, often
18  “Gloria in Excelsis ___” (hymn)
19  Like a rhino’s head
20  Some Ivy Leaguers
21  Trattoria choice
22  It prevents burning in the kitchen
23  Clicks on, perhaps
24  Covered by
25  React to heat
36  Old El Paso competitor
38  Knesset members
41  A picture hanger might make one
43  MGM cofounder Marcus
44  Recliner locations
46  Country lass
47  Time’s Arrow author
48  Ending for 119-Down
49  Autumn day’s characteristic, often
50  Send to many receivers
51  Confirms
52  Plywood sources, commonly
54  Became disenchanted with
55  Word with agency or clay
56  Director’s fear
57  Suspends
58  Whimsy
60  The clink
61  Act like a chicken
63  Using a beam on
64  Cocoons
65  Held off
67  Potentially explosive situation
68  Verdant hue
69  Soap-rope link
70  8 on the Beaufort scale
71  Saturday morning fare
73  Lucky Charms marshmallow shape
77  Shrank back
78  Well
79  URL ending, sometimes
80  Loser of the Punic Wars
82  Makes groovy
84  Covered by
86  Did some voice-over work
87  Metaphysical concept
88  Problem during detox
89  Its theme song is “Woke Up This Morning”
93  Study up
95  He had no shame
96  Understand intuitively
97  Maine ski resort
98  Custom
99  Favor follower
100  Critical time
101  Actor nominated for an Oscar, an Emmy, and a Tony in 2005
103  Secrets & Lies heroine
104  Lyman’s pet, once
105  Run-down residence
106  Wolfs down
107  Milliners
108  Gasoline component
109  Duffers often hit into them
110  Most moronic
113  Costume ball attendee
115  Be at cross-purposes
117  New Mexico features
118  Circle of Friends author
119  Seven: Prefix
120  Children’s writer Scott
121  Bladed utensil
123  Type of malicious software
125  Maryland athlete, for short
127  Hermosillo home
129  Benefit-paying org.
131  Deep suffering